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Abstract

Ceramic thermal and environmental barrier coatings (TEBCs) are used in gas turbine engines to protect engine hot-section components in the harsh combustion environments, and extend component lifetimes. Advanced TEBCs that have significantly lower thermal conductivity, better thermal stability and higher toughness than current coatings will be beneficial for future low emission and high performance propulsion engine systems. In this paper, ceramic coating design and testing considerations will be described for turbine engine high temperature and high-heat-flux applications. Thermal barrier coatings for metallic turbine airfoils and thermal/environmental barrier coatings for SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composite (CMC) components for future supersonic aircraft propulsion engines will be emphasized. Further coating capability and durability improvements for the engine hot-section component applications can be expected by utilizing advanced modeling and design tools.

Introduction

Ceramic TEBCs are considered technologically important because of their ability to increase gas turbine engine operating temperatures and reduce cooling requirements, thus help achieving engine performance goals. A recent system assessment has shown that the low conductivity turbine coatings provide significant benefits in increasing engine efficiency and reducing NOx emissions for various classes of vehicles among the major engine technologies considered (refs. 1 and 2). The advantages of using TEBCs include higher engine efficiency by increasing gas temperatures, and improved engine reliability by reducing engine hot-section component temperatures. The development of advanced ceramic barrier coatings is currently aimed at significantly increasing engine operating temperature and simultaneously reducing air cooling, in order to meet future engine lower emission, higher efficiency and improved reliability goals.

For the supersonic vehicles currently envisioned in the NASA Fundamental Aeronautics Program (FA), advanced gas turbine engines will be used to provide high power density thrust during the extended supersonic flight of the aircraft, while meeting stringent emission requirements. Combustor exit temperatures during the supersonic cruise will lead to turbine inlet temperatures around 167 °C (300 °F) higher than the current state-of-the-art for subsonic engines. Because of the extended supersonic cruise time with very high inlet air temperature, the engine components will experience long-duration operation at high temperatures throughout the cruise portion of the mission. Improved ceramic coating systems are critical to the performance, life and durability of the hot-section components in the engine systems. The development of advanced ceramic thermal and environmental barrier coatings will enable high temperature capable, lightweight engine hot-section components for increased efficiency, reduced emission and long-term durability required by supersonics propulsion systems.
To take full advantage of the TEBC capability potential, an aggressive design approach—allowing greater temperature reductions through the coating systems and less cooling air to the components—is required whenever possible. The ceramic coating systems must be designed with increased high-temperature stability, lower thermal conductivity, greater toughness and improved thermal stress and erosion resistance. To achieve these performance characteristics, an advanced defect cluster coating design approach will be beneficial (refs. 3 to 7). As shown in figure 1, the development of revolutionary ceramic coatings, combined with improved single crystal Ni-base superalloy and CMC substrates, will result in a step increase in gas turbine engine blade, vane and combustor component temperature capability.

Higher surface temperatures and larger thermal gradients as compared to conventional coating systems are required in advanced TEBC systems. Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing how advanced ceramic barrier coatings with lower thermal conductivity and better temperature stability will allow the use of thinner coatings to achieve a larger temperature reduction in the higher operating temperature engines.

Figure 1.—The development of high temperature stability and low thermal conductivity ceramic coatings, will result in a step increase in the temperature capability of gas turbine hot-section components. The temperature design limits for various classes of materials are shown.

Figure 2.—Advanced thermal and environmental barrier coatings can significantly increase gas temperatures, reduce cooling requirements, and improve engine fuel efficiency and reliability. (a) Current TEBCs; (b) Advanced TEBCs.
Figure 3.—Ceramic thermal and environmental barrier coatings are critical technologies in future gas turbine engine hot-sections for combustor, vane and turbine airfoil applications.

Figure 3 shows examples of ceramic barrier coatings that are typically used for combustor, vane and turbine airfoil applications. The low conductivity coatings will have a significant advantage over the conventional ZrO$_2$-(7-8)wt%Y$_2$O$_3$ coatings especially for rotating engine components (such as turbine blades), where a reduced weight is highly desirable. The multi-component doped, oxide alloy defect clustered ceramic TEBC has been shown to offer the low conductivity and high stability required for both high temperature subsonic and supersonic engine applications (refs. 3 to 7). Figure 3 shows the engine hot-section component (combustors, vanes and turbine airfoils) applications for the ceramic thermal and environmental barrier coatings.

In this paper, ceramic coating design and testing considerations are described for engine hot-section component applications in high temperature and high-heat-flux, oxidizing and water vapor-containing combustion environments. Both thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) for metallic turbine blades, and TEBCs for SiC/SiC CMC combustor and turbine applications, will be emphasized especially for supersonic engines. Coating performance of advanced systems will be discussed. Further improvements will be obtained using new structural designs and composition optimization, in conjunction with modeling and design tools.

**Design Approach of Ceramic Defect-Clustering Coatings**

Advanced ZrO$_2$- and HfO$_2$-based oxide TBCs were designed using a multi-component defect-clustering scheme (refs. 3 to 7). The advanced oxide coatings were designed by incorporating multi-component, paired-cluster dopants in conventional zirconia- and hafnia-yttria oxides. The dopant oxides were selected based on the cation-anion interatomic and chemical potentials, lattice elastic strain energy, polarization and the electro-neutrality of the oxides. Since defect clusters can attenuate and scatter lattice phonon waves as well as radiative photon waves at a wide spectrum of frequencies, one can expect significant reduction in the oxide intrinsic lattice and radiation thermal conductivity. The creation of thermodynamically stable, highly defective lattice structures with controlled ranges of defect cluster sizes has been confirmed by high resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (ref. 8). The presence of the highly distorted lattice structures, with essentially immobile defect clusters and/or nanoscale ordered
phases, effectively reduce the mobile defect concentration and suppress the atomic mobility and mass transport, thus significantly improving the oxide sintering-creep resistance and mechanical properties. The defect clustering design is essential in reducing coating lattice and radiative thermal conductivity, and improving sintering-creep resistance. Improvements in mechanical properties such as fracture toughness and cyclic durability have been observed by the formation of complex nanoscale defect clusters and nanophase composites. Since a temperature gradient of 110 to 394 °C per 100 μm (50 to 100 °F per 0.001 in.) coating thickness is important to advanced engines, the coatings must be designed with the optimal combination of performance characteristics required for the extended supersonics cruise mission.

Figure 4 contains high resolution TEM lattice images of the defect clusters which form in the multi-oxide component ZrO$_2$- and HfO$_2$-based coatings.

Thermal and environmental barrier coatings are being designed to protect SiC/SiC CMC combustor and turbine components by extending the CMC temperature capability to 1650 °C (3000 °F) in oxidizing and water vapor containing combustion environments (refs. 9 and 10). To achieve the engine performance goals, the coatings must provide the thermal and environmental protection of Si-based components at the gas temperatures in excess of 1760 °C (3200 °F), while maintaining the CMC substrate below its temperature limit, which is below 1316 °C (2400 °F). The coating consists of a multi-component zirconia- or hafnia-based oxide defect cluster top layer, a strain tolerant interlayer, a mullite/rare-earth silicate environmental barrier layer, and a ceramic oxide/rare earth silicate-mullite(+Si) bond coat layer. The thermal and environmental barrier coating system provides an ultimate protective coating solution for silicon-based ceramic components exposed to very high temperatures and/or high flow gas velocities in water vapor-containing combustion and erosion environments. The advanced defect cluster oxide top layer possesses low intrinsic thermal conductivity and an extraordinarily high thermal stability at temperatures up to 3100 °F (1704 °C). The nanoscale oxide defect clustering and the thermodynamically-stable interfaces induce phonon scattering, resulting in a reduction in thermal radiative thermal conductivity within the coating system. Furthermore, the advanced interlayers impart a strain-tolerant
buffer between the top layer and the substrate (which can accommodate large thermal gradient strains through the coating system), enabling long-term coating and component durability. Figure 5 illustrates the revolutionary multilayer coating structure concept used to provide protection of Si-based ceramic and ceramic matrix composite engine components.

Testing of Ceramic Coatings

The development of low conductivity and high temperature stable ceramic barrier coatings requires testing techniques that can accurately evaluate thermal conductivity at high surface temperatures in the range of 1300 to 1400 °C for thermal barrier coatings, and up to 1650 °C (3000 °F) for the more advanced applications. A unique steady-state CO2 laser (wavelength 10.6 μm) heat-flux test rig is used to determine the thermal conductivity and cyclic durability of TEBC systems at high temperatures and under large thermal gradients across the coating. A schematic diagram showing the laser thermal conductivity rig is shown in figure 6. The laboratory high-power CO2 laser heat-flux rig effectively simulates the engine heat-fluxes and thermal gradients. The laser heat-flux based testing approach can also be used to monitor the coating real-time thermal conductivity change kinetics, which is a critical aspect for the coating developments (refs. 6 and 7, and 9 to 15). The high velocity and high pressure burner rigs provide simulated engine gas flow, pressure and combustion environment conditions to evaluate the coating systems. The simulated combustion water-vapor environment, thermomechanical fatigue and erosion testing capabilities have also recently been incorporated into the laser heat-flux and burner rigs, as shown in figure 7.
Figure 6.—Schematic diagram showing the laser heat-flux rig used to determine the thermal conductivity of ceramic TEBCs. During the test, the ceramic surface and the metal backside temperatures are measured by infrared pyrometers. The interfacial temperatures, and the actual heat-flux passing through the thermal barrier coating system, are therefore determined under the steady-state laser heating conditions by a one-dimensional (1-D) heat transfer model.

Figure 7.—Laser high-heat-flux and burner rig test rigs for simulated thermal gradient testing of thermal and environmental barrier coatings. (a) The laser heat-flux water vapor environment rig for advanced TEBC development; (b) Combined laser high heat flux, high cycle fatigue and erosion rig; (c) High velocity (Mach 0.3 to 0.7) burner erosion test rig. (d) High pressure burner rig with 6 to 10 atm pressure and up to 3000 °F combustion gas environments.
Advanced Ceramic Coatings Development

Ceramic Thermal Barrier Coatings

Advanced ceramic barrier coatings were designed using a multi-component defect-clustering approach to achieve the required low conductivity, high-temperature stability and improved durability. Selected oxide-cluster thermal barrier coating systems including ZrO$_2$-Y$_2$O$_3$-Nd$_2$O$_3$(Gd$_2$O$_3$,Sm$_2$O$_3$)-Yb$_2$O$_3$(Sc$_2$O$_3$) were synthesized, and their thermal conductivity, sintering behavior and cyclic durability were investigated at high temperatures. The advanced TBC systems, typically consisting of a 127 to 250 μm ceramic top coat and a 75 to 120 μm NiCrAlY or PtAl intermediate bond coat, were either plasma-sprayed or electron beam-physical vapor deposited (EB-PVD) on to 25.4 mm diameter disk substrates. The plasma-sprayed coatings were processed using pre-alloyed powders. The ceramic powders of selected compositions were first spray-dried, then plasma-reacted and spheroidized, and finally plasma-sprayed as the coating form. The advanced EB-PVD coatings were deposited using pre-fabricated evaporation ingots made using the designed compositions.

Due to the relatively porous nature of the thermal barrier coating, thermal conductivity can increase significantly due to coating sintering and/or phase structure changes after a long-term thermal exposure. Therefore, evaluation of the initial and post-exposure thermal conductivities, and the rate-of-conductivity-increase is crucial in characterizing the coating’s performance. Figure 8 shows the thermal conductivity kinetics of plasma-sprayed baseline ZrO$_2$-8wt%Y$_2$O$_3$ thermal barrier coating, determined using the steady-state laser heat-flux testing. The coating shows faster initial conductivity increase, due to the fast microcrack sintering rate at the initial stage.

Figure 8.—Thermal conductivity change kinetics of plasma-sprayed baseline ZrO$_2$-8wt%Y$_2$O$_3$ thermal barrier coatings, determined using steady-state laser heat-flux testing at moderate surface temperatures (pass-through heat flux 64 W/cm$^2$). Because a thermal conductivity gradient is expected through thickness of the ceramic coating under the thermal gradient conditions, the observed ceramic thermal conductivity increase reflects the overall effect of the conductivity change in the coating.
After long-term testing, the coating conductivity reaches a plateau in the measuring conductivity. The coating thermal conductivity change kinetics for the baseline coating can be expressed as

\[ k_c - k_c^0 = 102.2 \cdot \exp\left(\frac{-68228}{RT}\right) \left(1 - \exp\left[-\frac{t}{\tau}\right]\right) \]  

(1)

\[ \tau = 572.5 \cdot \exp\left(\frac{41710}{RT}\right) \]  

(2)

where \( k_c \) is the coating thermal conductivity at any given time \( t \), \( k_c^0 \) and \( k_c^{\text{inf}} \) are ceramic coating thermal conductivity values at the initial time and at infinitely long times, respectively, \( R \) is gas constant, and \( \tau \) is relaxation time.

Figure 9 shows the sintering and creep strain kinetics of a baseline turbine airfoil ZrO\(_2\)-7wt\%Y\(_2\)O\(_3\) thermal barrier coating, derived from the surface wedge crack-opening displacements after testing for various times with temperature gradients (ref. 13). It can be seen that the sintering and creep strains are on the magnitude 2 percent approximately at 1316 °C (2400 °F) following 1300 hr exposure. The low resistant to sintering and creep of the baseline coating can result in accelerated cracking and delamination during the cyclic operation condition.

Figure 9.—Surface sintering and creep strains (%) of an EB-PVD turbine airfoil ZrO\(_2\)-7wt\%Y\(_2\)O\(_3\) coating derived from laser high-heat-flux tests, using a heat flux of 220 W/cm\(^2\) as functions of temperature and time.
Figure 10 illustrates thermal conductivity behavior of advanced multi-component plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD thermal barrier coatings as a function of test time at high temperatures. The advanced oxide coatings were comprised of primarily ZrO₂-Y₂O₃, and co-doped with additional paired rare earth oxides Nd₂O₃-Yb₂O₃ or Gd₂O₃-Yb₂O₃ (i.e., ZrO₂-(Y,Nd,Yb)₂O₃ and ZrO₂-(Y,Gd,Yb)₂O₃ coating systems). These coatings were found to possess much lower thermal conductivity and better temperature stability than the conventional baseline ZrO₂-8wt%Y₂O₃ coatings, due to the paired rare earth dopant addition and the defect cluster formation. From figure 11, it can be seen that depending on the test temperature and coating composition, a conductivity reduction of 50 to 66 percent is achieved in the advanced coating systems as compared to the ZrO₂-8wt%Y₂O₃ coatings.

![Thermal conductivity behavior of advanced multi-component plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD oxide cluster thermal barrier coatings](image)

Figure 10.—Thermal conductivity of advanced multi-component plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD oxide cluster thermal barrier coatings, determined by laser heat-flux technique. (a) Plasma-sprayed coatings; (b) EB-PVD coatings. (a) Plasma-sprayed coating; (b) EB-PVD coating.

![Thermal conductivity comparison](image)

Figure 11.—Thermal conductivity of oxide-cluster thermal barrier coatings tested at high temperatures. Both tetragonal t’ phase coatings and cubic phase ZrO₂ cluster coatings showed significantly lower thermal conductivity than did the baseline ZrO₂-8wt%Y₂O₃ at higher temperatures. The k₀ and k₂₀ denote the conductivity values under as-processed and 20 hr steady-state tested conditions, respectively.
The advanced low conductivity plasma-sprayed and EB-PVD coatings have demonstrated excellent cyclic durability and erosion resistance (ref. 11) with compositional and coating structural-design optimization. Figure 12 shows that both the advanced tetragonal phase composition coatings, and the cubic phase composition coatings with an interlayer system, achieved furnace cyclic oxidation durability comparable or better than the baseline ZrO₂-8wt%Y₂O₃ coatings. Figure 13 shows the advanced low conductivity turbine airfoil and combustor thermal barrier coating demonstrated long-term simulated engine high-heat-flux, high-thermal-gradient cyclic durability.

Figure 12.—Furnace cyclic oxidation behavior of plasma-sprayed ZrO₂-(Y,Gd,Yb)₂O₃ thermal barrier coatings. The cyclic tests were conducted using 45 min hot time with 15 min cooling in air at 1138 °C. The tetragonal t'-phase composition low conductivity coatings achieved at least the baseline ZrO₂-(7-8)wtY₂O₃ life with a single layer architecture. The cubic-phase composition low conductivity TBC durability, although inferior to the baseline coatings in a single layer configuration, can be significantly improved by an initial ZrO₂-8wtY₂O₃ or low k tetragonal t'-phase interlayer coating.

Figure 13.—An advanced low conductivity EB-PVD turbine airfoil and a plasma-sprayed combustor thermal barrier coatings demonstrated long-term cyclic durability in simulated engine high-heat-flux, high thermal gradient conditions at 1360 °C (2480 °F), 1650 °C (3000 °F), respectively. (a) EB-PVD low conductivity turbine airfoil thermal barrier coating; (b) Plasma-sprayed low conductivity combustor thermal barrier coating.
Ceramic Thermal and Environmental Barrier Coatings

Multi-layered and multi-component thermal and environmental barrier coatings based on HfO₂ and rare earth mullite systems were developed for SiC/SiC CMC combustor liner and vane applications. The coating systems have shown improved phase stability, lower lattice and radiation thermal conductivity, and enhanced sintering and thermal stress resistance under the simulated engine heat-flux and thermal cycling conditions. This is largely due to the defect clustering structures which have been used to effectively promote the creation of the thermodynamically-stable oxide defect clusters and/or nano-phases within the coating systems (ref. 16), as compared to the baseline barium strontium aluminosilicate (BSAS) based environmental barrier coatings, i.e., BSAS/mullite+BSAS/Si, which has a temperature capability below 2400 °F (refs. 17 and 18). The multi-component coatings have also demonstrated long-term cyclic durability and good water vapor stability. Figure 14 illustrates the durability exhibited by the multi-component HfO₂-18mol%(Y,Gd,Yb)₂O₃/Gd, Yb and Hf modified mullite/mullite+20%BSAS/Si EBC system, during the 1650 °C thermal gradient cycling testing. The coating system showed relatively low overall thermal conductivity, with no visual damage after the testing, demonstrating 300-hr long-term 1650 °C sintering stability and cyclic durability on SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composite substrate under the thermal gradient cyclic testing conditions. As illustrated in figure 15, the 6 atm high pressure burner rig testing results indicated the excellent water vapor stability of the coating system in a simulated combustion environment. Figure 16 shows that a hybrid EB-PVD and plasma sprayed multi-component HfO₂-based mullite-BSAS model turbine CMC coating system successfully performed at 3100 °F and 100 thermal cycle laser high-heat-flux test (using 1 hr cycles).

Figure 14.—Multi-component HfO₂-18mol%(Y,Gd,Yb)₂O₃/rare earth mullite/HfO₂-based thermal and environmental barrier coating systems demonstrated 300 hr long-term 3000 °F sintering and cyclic durability on a SiC/SiC ceramic matrix composite substrate under thermal gradient cyclic testing.
Figure 15.—Multi-component, multi-layered HfO$_2$-(Y,Gd,Yb)$_2$O$_3$/rare earth oxide doped mullite/Si thermal and environmental barrier coating systems demonstrated excellent water vapor stability and durability in the high pressure burner rig testing environments.

Figure 16.—An EB-PVD-plasma sprayed hybrid multi-component HfO$_2$-based mullite-BSAS model turbine vane coating system successfully completed the total 100-1 hr cycle laser heat flux testing at 3100 °F (60 min hot, 3 min cool).
Concluding Remarks

Thermal and environmental barrier coatings will play a crucial role in advanced gas turbine engines because of their ability to further increase engine operating temperature and reduce cooling requirements, thus help contributing to achieve engine emission and efficiency goals. Future coating systems must be designed with increased phase stability, lower thermal conductivity, and improved sintering and thermal stress resistance to effectively protect engine hot-section metallic and ceramic components. Advanced low conductivity TEBCs have been developed by incorporating multi-component oxide dopants into zirconia-yttria or hafnia-yttria to promote the formation of thermodynamically stable defect clusters within the coating structures. The advanced TEBC systems have demonstrated cyclic durability at temperatures up to 1650 °C which is far beyond the current state-of-the-art baseline ZrO₂-Y₂O₃ thermal barrier and BSAS/mullite+BSAS environmental barrier coating capabilities. Modeling efforts are being pursued to understand the coating conductivity, sintering, and fracture, which can contribute to establishing design tools for the coating developments.
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